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The annual question arises during the month of July around pre harvesting wheat and this year will be no exception.  More 
often than not, it boils down to why wouldn’t you do it but that question has gotten a little more complicated in recent years 
given the scrutiny around glyphosate residues in food supply.  Common sense would say that if the crop is approaching 
maturity and rather uneven, or significant weed pressure will affect the ability to 
harvest a clean sample, then pre-harvest will be a must.  Timing should be based on 
30% moisture or less and the plants being physiologically mature.  The thumbnail 
indent in the kernels is a good way to give you a rough idea whether it’s ready or not.  
Check out the wheat school YouTube video where Peter Johnson walks through the 
timing process in more detail.   Keep in mind that glyphosate applications should be 
limited to 1 REL of product or 0.67L of the 540 gm/L products available on the market 
today.  If looking to increase control then consider adding 1L of liquid ammonium 
sulfate to your tank or even an additional desiccant in Eragon LQ.   Best to check with 
your local elevator or receiving point on what restrictions they may have in place for preharvest applications, particularly if the 
wheat is to be exported.   Let us know if you need help with product options and/or staging your crop.   

Cover crops can help improve soil structure, protect the soil from erosion, feed soil life, suppress weeds, cycle nutrients, 
provide feed for livestock and much more. Cover crops are not a magic solution for your soil problems, but when combined 
with other soil management practices they can help improve soil health. The first step towards success is having a plan. That 
plan should include details on what you will grow and when; important to consider establishment, rotation, and soil type. 
Holmes Agro offers the following as cover crop options:  

• Oats – the rapid fall growth paired with winterkill will provide stored nutrients from the fall to be readily available for 
next season  

• Oats/Peas – combines soil building/nitrogen fixing benefits of both species. Competes with weeds, deep fibrous root 
system helping reduce erosion potential.  

• Fall Rye – has 5 times the potential root mass of oats to help with erosion control. A burndown application is required.  

• Crimson Clover - provides N to the following crop, and can help with building soil and preventing erosion 

• Tillage Radish – long taproot able to bust through soil alleviating compaction  
Talk to your Holmes Agro agronomist to discuss which one is best suited for your management practices 
 

Fungicide on Soybeans 
 

Foliar fungicides are one tool available to use in season as we look at ways to improve production. These fungicides can help 
reduce the yield impact from disease stress in a year with moisture, as well as promote and maintain a healthy crop and yield 
in a dry year.  
Factors to consider when deciding whether to apply a fungicide to your 
soybeans: 

1) Weather – is there consistently wet/humid weather forecasted? 
2) Field History – have you had white mould pressure before? Is there 

potential increased risk of infection? 
3) Soybean population (final stand count) and row width – is there a thick 

canopy and stand which limits air movement? 
4) Rotation - bean on bean vs corn-soy-wheat rotation. 
5) Genetic package of your soybean seed – what is the level of tolerance 

for the variety planted?  
 

Application Timing for fungicide on soybeans is from R1 (beginning of bloom) to R5 (beginning of seed formation). For best 
results, apply between R2 (full bloom) and R3 (onset of pod formation). 
 

Talk to your Holmes Agro agronomist if you have any questions about crop staging, application timing and products available! 
 

Do You Need to Desiccate Your Wheat This Year ? 

Cover Crop Options 



Over the last week we have seen hot spots with high pressures of cereal leaf 
beetle in spring cereals. In a few cases it was enough to justify control. The 
threshold for CLB is 1 per stem. It can be a good fit with a herbicide pass if it hasn’t 
already been applied or a fungicide application to protect the investment of the crop 
against disease later this season. Now that T3 fungicides have been applied to the 
winter wheat crop it is time to keep an eye out for fields that will need a pre-harvest 
burn down to increase combining ease and control of perennial weeds. In canola, 
swede midge are starting to show up in traps in the Dundalk area and will be a pest 
to watch out for across canola acres this summer as pressures fluctuate. Corn is in 
the middle of getting top dressed, depending on the limitations of the soil we are looking to push this crop because the yield 
potential looks to be there based off of the rain it has received the last few weeks. Herbicide resprays are happening in 
soybeans and edible beans with flowering right around the corner, over the next few weeks we will be watching the weather to 
determine if a 1 or 2 prong approach should be used for fungicides in beans.  
 

Another planting season has come and gone, meaning that the next round of research trials are in the ground! This year we 
have a number of planned trials to help our staff and customers better understand some new products to market as well as 
different ways to help push yields. This year we plan to build on last years nitrogen management trials and the soybean 
topdress program trials. We will also be looking at the effects of different starters and micronutrients on both corn and 
soybeans. Another exciting trial this year will be a head to head battle of the T3 wheat fungicides, as well as looking at the yield 
and standability impacts of growth regulators.

As many of you might have seen in your travels Holmes Agro has “Watch It Grow” signs to help promote awareness of local 
agriculture and education about the crops grown in our geographic. If you would like a sign, please let us know and we can set 
something up for you.  
 

 Straw Talk 
The price of wheat straw is worth whatever someone is willing to pay for it BUT the value of straw is in the eyes of the 
beholder.  The soil fertility values in terms of crop removal from selling straw off the field can be factored as follows;  If we use 
fall ballpark pricing of MAP price at $670 and Potash price at $550, then the price of straw factors in at $22/mt.  I would 
encourage you to consider the removal factor of Sulphur (5 lbs actual/mt of grain harvested) which is an important nutrient to 
replace in the soil and also have plant available annually in your production system.  A fall application of elemental sulphur to 
replace harvested value in straw=approximately $2/mt.  AgPhD FertRemoval App is a great tool to understand removal values 
per bushel harvested and the breakdown between grain and stover. 
The true value may of cereal straw is the rotation, the fibrous root system, the breaking of disease cycles, the ability to 
increase soil organic matter and improve soil structure as well as the ability to diversify weed control and the opportunity to 
plant a cover crop and or manage tillage operations to accommodate future years of cropping. You need to decide what 
benefits you more in your operation, the cash value of straw (and replace with equal fertilizer credits this fall) or spread it and 
reap the residue rewards. 

CleanFarms collections are now open, with Holmes Agro now getting regular pickups. To keep ahead of the volume of 
recycling bags growers MUST call ahead when they have jugs/bags to return. As always, jugs must be 
triple rinsed, with lids and labels removed. When on site, please call the office to be directed to the drop 
off area. Recycling these jugs truly makes a difference, as the plastic is reused to make agricultural 
products such as farm drainage tile. Since the program started in 1980, 131.5 million jugs have been 
returned, enough to stretch from St. John's, Newfoundland to Victoria, BC and back three times! Thank 
you to all our growers for their participation! 
 

It’s never too early to start sending in pictures for the 2021 calendar. We are proud to be able to provide a calendar full of grower pictures 
year after year – all thanks to your great submissions! Please email your photos to nicole@holmesagro.com  
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